DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION APPLICATION FORM

The application form for writing the preliminary examinations is to be returned to Room 7235 Social Science after you have filled it out.

DATES OF PRELIM EXAMINATIONS:

Micro Theory – Friday, June 2, 2017

Macro Theory – Friday, June 9, 2017

YOU SHOULD REPORT TO THE EXAM ROOM AT 8:30 A.M. YOU WILL BEGIN READING THROUGH THE INSTRUCTIONS AND QUESTIONS AT 8:45 A.M. AND START WRITING THE EXAM AT 9:00 A.M. (Room assignments will be posted at a later date).

Return the completed form to Room 7235 Social Science by Monday, May 29th, or email the completed form as an attachment to kim.grocholski@wisc.edu

Name: ____________________________ Department: __________________________

Office (outside Econ dept) _____________________ Entered UW Grad School Fall of______

E-mail address: ____________________________

I will take the: Micro/Macro Theory ____________

Micro Theory Only ____________

Macro Theory Only ____________